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Abstract

A branchwise-real tree is a partial order which is a tree and in which every

branch is isomorphic to a real interval. I give constructions of such trees which

are both rigid (i.e. without non-trivial order-automorphisms) and uniform (in

two different senses). Specifically, I show that there is a rigid branchwise-real

tree in which every branching point has the same degree, one in which every

point is branching and of the same degree, and finally one in which every point

is branching of the same degree and which admits no order-preserving func-

tion into the reals. Trees are grown iteratively in stages, and a key technique

is the construction (in ZFC) of a family of colourings of (0,∞) which is ‘suffi-

ciently generic’, using these colourings to determine how to proceed with the

construction.

1 Introduction

This article concerns the construction of branchwise-real trees which are rigid

— i.e. without non-trivial order-automorphisms. Branchwise-real trees were

first defined in [FJ04] and further elaborated on in [Ada22].1 They are tree

partial orders in which every branch is order-isomorphic to a real interval, and

in which every two elements have a meet (see Section 2 for definitions).

Branchwise-real trees were originally motivated from the study of R-trees.

Informally, an R-tree is a metric space tree in which every point is permitted

to be branching. They play a role in geometric group theory, in which one con-

siders some infinite group acting by isometries on an R-tree. For more informa-

tion, see [Bes97; MNO92] and the references contained in [Fab15]. Now, fixing

any point p in an R-tree, one can consider the cut-point order: the set of paths

through the tree from p, ordered by path extension. The resulting partial order

is a branchwise-real tree [FJ04, p. 50]. Conversely, any branchwise-real tree

which admits an order-preserving function into the reals is the cut-point order

of some R-tree [FJ04; Ada22]. The present study of the order-automorphisms

of branchwise-real trees is thus motivated by the study of the isometries of R-

trees.

Keywords: branchwise-real tree, tree automorphism, rigid, uniform, forcing, R-tree

2020 Mathematics Subject Classification: 03E04, 06A07, 20E08, 54F05
1In [FJ04] branchwise-real trees are called ‘non-metric trees’.
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A different motivation comes the investigation of the automorphisms of well-

stratified trees (tree partial orders in which every branch is isomorphic to an

ordinal) [GS64; Jen69; Jec72; Avr79; AS85; FH09]. If X is a well-stratified

tree without uncountable branches, we can turn it into a branchwise-real tree

by taking its ‘road space’, essentially replacing every node with a copy of the in-

terval [0, 1), so that every branch becomes isomorphic to a real interval [Jon65;

Ada22]. Every automorphism of X can then be extended to an automorphism

of its road space (but not vice versa).

However, the class of branchwise-real trees is more general than that ob-

tained by taking the road spaces of well-stratified trees without uncountable

branches. This is because any point can be branching, so that the structure of

the branching points can be far from well-stratified. Consider for instance the

‘comb’ structure given by taking a ‘shaft’ [0, 1] and adding a ‘tooth’ — a copy

of (0, 1] — as a new branch from each point on the shaft. See Figure 1 for a

picture. Every point along the shaft except the maximal one is branching of de-

gree 2. Moreover, the task of constructing a rigid branchwise-real tree is more

challenging than in the well-stratified case. Indeed, any part of the tree which

looks like a real interval and which contains no branching points allows for an

easy automorphism which fixes the rest of the tree and permutes the interval

in some non-trivial way.
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Figure 1: A representation of the comb branchwise-real tree, consisting of the shaft

and a few example teeth

In this article, I construct examples of rigid branchwise-real trees subject to

two uniformity conditions, the latter stronger than the former. First, I construct

one in which every branching node has the same degree κ, for 2 ¶ κ¶ c. I call

this condition ‘weakly uniformly κ-branching’. Second, using a different tech-

nique, I construct one in which every node is branching and of the same degree

κ, for 2 ¶ κ ¶ c
+. This condition I call ‘uniformly κ-branching’. This second

tree admits an order-preserving function into the reals, and thus corresponds

to the cut-point order of some R-tree. The technique can be further adapted to

produce such a uniformly κ-branching, rigid branchwise real tree which does

not admit an order-preserving function into the reals, and thus is not related

to an R-tree. These results manifest the phenomenon of the marriage of two

seemingly opposing notions: rigidity and uniformity. As such they continue in

the vein of similar results found for well-stratified trees [Avr79; FH09].
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All trees here are grown recursively in stages. We start with a single point:

the root. At successor stages, we choose some number of points added at the

previous stage, and add (κ − 1) many new ‘spines’ — copies of the interval

(0,∞) — above. (Throughout κ− 1 denotes n − 1 if κ = n finite and κ oth-

erwise). We never extend directly above a spine once it has been added. At

limit stages there may be new branches appearing through the tree, consisting

of portions added at each of the previous stages. We decide which of these to

extend by adding a new point on top.

A common technique used throughout when growing rigid trees is to first

produce a collection of colourings of the interval (0,∞). As the tree grows, we

take for each new spine added a different, unused colouring and lay it along

the spine. In this way, we also build up a colouring of the whole tree as we go.

These colourings are then used to determine which points will form the bases

of new spines at successor stages, and which new branches to extend at limit

stages. The collection of colourings of (0,∞) is carefully constructed so as to

enable the desired properties of the final tree.

The constructions of the trees in this article, though they occur in ZFC, have

strong forcing flavour to them. Indeed, I first built these rigid trees using forcing

notions, before realising that related constructions could be carried out in ZFC.

I will briefly elaborate on two of these forcing notions. For more details on

forcing, see [Hal17] and [Jec03; Kun13]. However, knowledge of forcing is not

required to understand any of the ZFC constructions in this article.

2 Background

Let me begin by fixing some terminology and notation relating to partial orders.

Let P be a partial order. A chain in P is a linearly-ordered subset. A branch

through P is a maximal chain. A ray is a final segment of a branch. A subset

Q ⊆ P is coinitial if for every x ∈ P there is y ∈ Q such that y ¶ x . Elements

x , y ∈ P are comparable if x ¶ y or y ¶ x . Two subsets Q, R ⊆ P are comparable

if there is x ∈ Q and y ∈ R such that x and y are comparable. An antichain is

a set of pairwise incomparable elements. For any x ∈ P let:

↓(x) := {y ∈ X | y ¶ x}, ↑(x) := {y ∈ P | y ¾ x}

For any x < y in P, define:

[x , y] := {z ∈ P | x ¶ z ¶ y}

Define the other intervals [x , y), (x , y] and (x , y) analogously. A function

f : P → Q between partial orders is order-preserving if whenever x < y we

have f (x) < f (y). I will also call such a function a Q-grading of P. An iso-

morphism between P and Q is a bijection f : P → Q which is order-preserving

with order-preserving inverse.

I can now introduce the main object of study: branchwise-real trees. I follow

the presentation given in [Ada22].

Definition 1. A tree order is a partial order X such that the following conditions

hold.

(TO1) For every x ∈ X the set ↓(x) is a linear order.

(TO2) X has a minimum element, its root.
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Definition 2. A branchwise-real tree is a tree order X subject to the following

extra conditions.2

(BR1) Every branch is order-isomorphic to a real interval.

(BR2) For any x , y ∈ X , the set {z ∈ X | z ¶ x , y} has a maximum element

x ∧ y, the meet of x and y (in other words, X is a meet-semilattice).

We will also meet trees in which every branch is well-ordered. Such trees

will be called ‘well-stratified trees’; in a purely set theoretic context, we would

simply say ‘trees’.

Definition 3. A tree order T is well-stratified if every branch is order-isomorphic

to an ordinal. The rank of an element x ∈ T is the order type of ↓(x) \ {x}.

In order to define the degree of a point in a tree order we need the notion of

a connected component above that point.

Definition 4. Let X be a tree order and x ∈ X . A connected component above x

is an equivalence class of ↑(x) \ {x} under the relation:

y ∼x z ⇔ there is w> x such that w¶ y, z

Note that, when X is a meet-semilattice, we have y ∼x z if and only if y∧z > x .

See Figure 2 for an example illustration of this relation. I will usually drop the

‘connected’ and refer to these as ‘components above x ’. The degree, deg(x), of

x is the number of components above x . Say that x is terminal if deg(x) = 0.

Say that x is branching if deg(x) > 1. The degree of X is the supremum of the

degrees of its elements.

w

y0 z y1

x

Figure 2: An example illustrating the relation ∼x which defines components above

x . We have y0 ∼x z because x < w¶ y0, z, but z 6∼x y1 because there is no element

above x which lies below both y1 and z.

The notion of continuous gradability is important for branchwise-real trees

and is the main property studied in [Ada22].

Definition 5. Let X be a branchwise-real tree. An R-grading ℓ : X → R is

continuous if for any x < y in X the restriction:

ℓ↾[x , y] : [x , y]→ [ℓ(x),ℓ(y)]

is an order-isomorphism. I will usually drop the ‘R’ and call such functions ‘con-

tinuous gradings’. Say that X is continuously gradable if it admits a continuous

grading.

Theorem 6. A branchwise-real tree is continuously gradable if and only if it is

R-gradable.

2I make a slight change of notation compared with [Ada22], where these objects are referred to as

‘branchwise-real tree orders’.
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Proof sketch. See [Ada22, Theorem 30]. An arbitrary R-grading f of a

branchwise-real tree X may contain a number of discontinuities. Using a

basic result from real analysis, it can be shown that such discontinuities must

take the form of ‘jumps’ in value, and that any branch may contain only count-

ably many. The proof proceeds to eliminate every jump in f , using a Zorn’s

Lemma style argument.

Two final pieces of notation. Throughout, tuples will be denoted using angle

brackets: 〈a, b, . . .〉. A partial function between sets X and Y will be denoted

using f : X * Y .

3 How to grow branchwise-real trees

The trees in this article are grown using an iterative process. We always start

with a singleton as the ‘root’. At a successor step, above each point introduced

in the previous stage we can add any number of new ‘spines’. A spine is a copy

of the positive real numbers (0,∞), or the interval (0,∞], which is ‘terminal’,

in the sense that we will never extend the tree above the end of a spine. In other

words, in the final tree each spine will be a ray. Call the former type of spine an

open spine and the latter a closed spine. At a limit step, we first take the union

of the previous stages. There is more to do however, since although we do not

extend above spines, new branches through the tree appear at the limit, which

we may choose to extend or not. A newly appearing branch contains the root,

follows a stage-1 spine partway, then branches onto a stage-2 spine, and so on,

cofinally in the limit. Such a branch thus consists of a little piece from each

previous stage of the construction, with no final piece. If we decide to extend

it, we add a new point directly above. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.

root

...
...

Figure 3: An example of growing a branchwise-real tree for ω + 2 steps. Spines

beginning at the same vertical height are added at the same stage. Each stage is

also represented using a different colour. At stage ω, there are two new branches

through the tree, the one on the right and the one on the left. We only extend the

right, and we do so by adding a point at the limit, which is then further extended

in subsequent stages.

This construction may continue forω1-many steps. Note however that since

every branch must be order-isomorphic to a real interval, and there is no increas-
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ing ω1-sequence of reals, no branch through the final tree can contain a piece

from every stage below ω1.

Remark 7. A similar construction was used by Urysohn in [Ury27] (in German)

to construct a metric space which is nowhere separable. Urysohn essentially

followed the process outlined above, adding c-many open spines above each

point added at the previous step, for ω-many steps. Of course, Urysohn was

constructing a topological space, not a partial order, but there is a clear corres-

pondence between the two types of structure. This correspondence is elabor-

ated in more detail in [Ada22]. In [Ber19], Urysohn’s construction is defined

(in English) and extended to all countable steps, by taking the Hausdorff com-

pletion at limit steps.

Now, given any branchwise-real tree X constructed in the fashion described

above, we can naturally define a rank function ρ : X → ω1, where ρ(x) is the

stage α at which x was introduced. As Lemma 9 below demonstrates, any

branchwise-real tree can be realised using the construction above, and thus

admits a rank function. Note that rank functions are not unique in general. In

fact, the same tree can have rank functions with a variety of ranges, as Figure 4

demonstrates.

root

...
...

Figure 4: An alternative construction of the tree in Figure 3, which yields a different

rank function. The root gets rank 0. Both the branch which passes through every

spine on the left and the branch which passes through every spine on the right have

rank 1. The rest of the tree has rank 2. While the original construction produced

ω+ 2 ranks, this only produces 3.

Definition 8. Let X be a tree order. A rank function on X is an order-preserving

function ρ : X → γ, where γ is some ordinal, such that the following hold.

(RF1) For every branch B in X the set {ρ(x) | x ∈ B} is downwards-closed.

(RF2) If α is 0 or a limit, then ρ−1[{α}] is an antichain.

(RF3) If α is a successor then ρ−1[{α}] is the disjoint union of a family of

incomparable rays.

Lemma 9. Every branchwise-real tree admits a rank function.

Proof. Let X be a tree order. By Zorn’s Lemma, there is a maximal partial rank

function ρ whose domain is a downwards closed subset Y ⊆ X . Suppose for a

6



contradiction that there is x ∈ X \ Y . Consider ↓(x) ∩ Y . Note that ↓(x) ∩ Y

is non-empty, since we can always give the root rank 0. Furthermore, we can

assign any limit of ranked points the rank which is the limit of the ranks of those

points. Hence ↓(x) ∩ Y has a maximum element y. Let C be the component

above y which contains x , and pick a maximal ray R through C which contains

x . Then we can extend ρ so that x becomes ranked by giving every element of

R rank ρ(y) + 1.

Remark 10. Lemma 9 shows that the construction elaborated above of iterat-

ively adding spines is a completely general way of building branchwise-real

trees. It was necessary to permit closed spines in addition to open spines in

order to allow for trees with terminal nodes. All trees produced in this article,

however, are without terminal nodes. Hence all constructions from now on will

use open spines exclusively.

Let us now establish some facts concerning rank functions on a branchwise-

real tree X . Since every branch is order-isomorphic to a real interval, we can

assume that the codomain of any rank function on X is ω1.

Definition 11. A rank function ρ : X → ω1 is bounded if the supremum of the

set {ρ(x) | x ∈ X } is less than ω1.

Lemma 12. If X has a bounded rank function, then it is continuously gradable.

To prove this lemma, we make use of the following set-theoretic result due to

Cantor [Can95], which in particular shows that every countable ordinal embeds

into Q.

Lemma 13. The set Q of rationals is universal for countable linear orders: every

countable linear order X embeds into Q.

Proof. A slick proof makes use of the ‘forth’ part of the classical ‘back-and-forth

method’. Enumerate X = {xn | n ∈ ω}. By induction on this enumeration we

then build up an embedding r : X → Q. Once we have r↾{x0, . . . , xn−1}, since

Q is a dense linear order without endpoints, we can find r(xn) whose relative

position with respect to r(x0), . . . , r(xn−1) is the same that of xn with respect to

x0, . . . , xn−1.

Proof of Lemma 12. Let ρ : X →ω1 be a rank function with:

γ := {ρ(x) | x ∈ X }<ω1

Let r : γ→ Q be an embedding furnished by Lemma 13. We construct an em-

bedding ℓ : X → R by induction on the rank. If α is 0 or a limit, map each

element in ρ−1[{α}] to r(α). Take a successor β + 1. Then ρ−1[{β + 1}] is

the disjoint union of a family of incomparable rays, each of which is order-

isomorphic to a real interval. Take for each an isomorphism onto a sub-interval

of (r(β), r(β + 1)), and use this to extend ℓ there. After γ-many steps, we ob-

tain an R-grading X → R. Then by Theorem 6, we find that X is continuously

gradable.

Remark 14. The converse of Lemma 12 does not hold. A good counterexample

is Uκ, the universal continuously gradable branchwise real tree of degree κ¾ 2,

defined as follows. This is essentially the construction of the universal R-tree

given in [DP01]; see also [Nik89; MNO92]. Let Uκ be the set of functions

r : [0, a) → κ, for each nonnegative real a, which are ‘piecewise constant to

the right’: for any t ∈ [0, a) there is ε > 0 such that r↾[t , t + ε) is constant.

Note that this condition ensures that the set of ‘value-change points’ — those

t ∈ [0, a) for which for every ε > 0 there is s ∈ (t − ε, t) such that r(s) 6= r(t)

— is well-ordered.
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Then Uκ becomes a branchwise-real tree under function extension. We can

define a continuous grading ℓ on Uκ by setting ℓ(r) = a when r : [0, a) → κ.

With this definition, any continuously graded branchwise-real tree of degree at

most κ embeds into Uκ in such a way that the continuous gradings agree.

Let us see briefly why Uκ has no bounded rank function. Suppose ρ : X → γ

is a (surjective) rank function with γ < ω1. Assume that γ is a limit ordinal,

the successor case being similar. By Lemma 13 we can find an order embedding

s : γ+1→ [0,∞) such that s(0) = 0. We can recursively define r : [0, s(γ))→ κ

such thatρ(r↾[0, s(α))) = α for eachα < γ as follows. To define r on [s(α), s(α+

1)), choose a ray above r↾[0, s(α)) of rank α+1. This ray is essentially a function

hα : [s(α),∞)→ κ. Define:

r↾[s(α), s(α+ 1)) := hα↾[s(α), s(α+ 1))

At limits we take unions. But now r cannot have a rank (it would get rank γ),

which is a contradiction.

In Section 5 below, we shall be considering the interaction between rank

functions, connected components and order-automorphisms. The following ba-

sic facts will be useful.

Definition 15. Let 〈X ,ρ〉 be a ranked tree order. Take x ∈ X and C a compon-

ent above x . The rank of C is ρ(C) :=min{ρ(y) | y ∈ C}.

Note that the rank of a connected component is always a successor.

Lemma 16. Let 〈X ,ρ〉 be a ranked tree order and take x ∈ X non-terminal.

(1) When ρ(x) is 0 or a limit, every component above x has rank ρ(x) + 1.

(2) When ρ(x) is a successor, there is one component above x of rank ρ(x) and

the rest are of rank ρ(x) + 1.

Let f : X → X be an order-automorphism.

(3) Then f factors through a bijection of the components above x onto the com-

ponents above f (x).

(4) If f maps the component C above x onto the component f (C) above f (x),

then there is a coinitial interval I ⊆ C of constant rank ρ(C) which maps

onto a coinitial interval f (I) ⊆ f (C) of constant rank ρ( f (C)).

Proof. (1) Let C be any component above x , and pick y ∈ C of minimal rank.

Then the restriction of ρ to ↓(y) is surjective onto ρ(y) + 1, from which

we conclude that ρ(C) = ρ(y) = ρ(x) + 1.

(2) Since ρ(x) is a successor, x lies on a ray all of whose elements have rank

ρ(x). Then as ρ is order-preserving, the component above x through

which this ray passes must have rank ρ(x). Let C be any other component

above x . Then C cannot have rankρ(x), sinceρ−1[{ρ(x)}] consists of the

disjoint union of a family of incomparable rays. By the above argument,

we have that ρ(C) = ρ(x) + 1.

(3) Let C be any component above x . If y ′, z′ ∈ f (C), then there is w > x

such that w ¶ f −1(y ′), f −1(z′). Hence we have f (x) < f (w) ¶ y ′, z′,

so that y ′ and z′ lie in the same component above f (x). By the same

argument applied to f −1, we see that f maps components above x onto

components above f (x), and vice versa.

(4) There is a ray R through C all of whose elements are of rank ρ(C). Sim-

ilarly, there is a ray R′ through f (C) all of whose elements are of rank

ρ( f (C)). Take y ′ ∈ R′ and z′ ∈ f (R). Then there is w′ > f (x) such

that w′ ¶ y ′, z′. This w′ then lies on both rays. Since f is an automorph-

ism, this means that the coinitial interval (x , f −1(w′)] is mapped onto the

coinitial interval ( f (x), w′].
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4 A weakly uniformly branching, rigid branch-

wise-real tree

In this section, I construct our first rigid branchwise-real tree. It satisfies the

following uniformity condition, the stronger version of which will be considered

in the next section.

Definition 17. A tree order is weakly uniformly κ-branching if every branching

node has degree κ.

Theorem 18. Let 2 ¶ κ ¶ c. There is a weakly uniformly κ-branching, rigid

branchwise-real tree which is continuously gradable.

Proof. We first construct a collection of dense, mutually non-isomorphic sets

of positive reals {SA ⊆ (0,∞) | A ⊆ ω}, such that SA ‘encodes’ A.3 The set SA

consists of the rationals in (0,∞) plus a descending sequence of real intervals

with limit 0 whose endpoints are irrational, such that the nth interval is open

when n /∈ A and half-open when n ∈ A. Formally, fix some descending sequence

(xn) of irrationals with limit 0. Then for any A⊆ω we define:

SA := (Q∩ (0,∞))∪
⋃

n∈ω

(x2n+1, x2n)∪ {x2n | n ∈ A}

See Figure 5 for a representation of an example SA.

· · ·

A=

§

. . . , 8, 7, 6, 3, 0

ª

Figure 5: A representation of an example SA set. Solid regions contain every real,

while dotted regions only contain the rationals. A curved boundary on a solid re-

gion signifies that it does not include that endpoint. The set A ⊆ ω is written in

descending order, so as to coincide with the ordering of the real intervals. Arrows

relate the elements of A with the corresponding endpoints of real intervals which

code for them in SA.

Suppose that p : SA → SB is an order-isomorphism for A 6= B. Then p must

map the real intervals onto the real intervals. Moreover, the rightmost real

interval in SA must map to the rightmost real interval in SB, and so on. But A and

B disagree on some natural number, say n ∈ A\ B (without loss of generality).

Then the nth real interval from the right in SA is half-open, and p sends it to

the nth real interval in SB, which is open. Since we ensured that the endpoints

of the real intervals were irrational, this means that p doesn’t preserve the fact

that the nth real interval in SA has a supremum.

Our rigid branchwise-real tree X is now constructed inω-many stages using

open spines, laying along each new spine a different set SA, and using this to

determine which points to use as the bases of new spines. Note that we need to

3In fact, we only need that the SA’s are mutually non-isomorphic as subsets of (0,∞), but the con-

struction yields sets which are mutually non-isomorphic as stand-alone linear orders.
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make sure that we have fresh SA sets available at each stage of the construction:

we don’t want to run out. For this, we can partitionP (ω) intoω-many batches

of size c, so that the nth batch is reserved for the nth stage.

We construct X in stages Xn for n ∈ ω. Start with X0 the singleton tree,

and form X1 by adding κ-many new open spines above the root. Now assume

that Xn is constructed for n ¾ 1. To each spine U added at stage n, associate

a different, unused subset A ⊆ ω. Fix an isomorphism pU : U → (0,∞) and

above each element in p−1
U
(SA) add (κ− 1)-many new open spines. Finally, let

X :=
⋃

n∈ω Xn. Define a rank function ρ : X → ω, so that for each n ∈ ω we

have ρ−1[{n+ 1}] = Xn+1 \ Xn.

Note that at each stage of the construction, we made sure that any branching

points got degree κ. Furthermore, ρ is a bounded rank function on X , hence

by Lemma 12 we have that X is continuously gradable.

Let us see that X is rigid. Suppose for a contradiction that f : X → X is a

non-trivial order-automorphism. Then there is x ∈ X such that f (x) 6= x . There

must then be y > x such that f ([x , y]) and [x , y] are disjoint. Since each SA

is dense in (0,∞), there must be z ∈ [x , y] which is branching. Choose any

spine U above z added during the construction. Then f (U) is a ray through

↑( f (z)) and f ↾U : U → f (U) is an isomorphism such that w ∈ U is branching if

and only if f (w) ∈ f (U) is branching.

Let us now consider the pattern of branching nodes along U and f (U). Fol-

lowing U , this looks like some SA: it consists in an alternating sequence of real

intervals and rational intervals, which converge at the base. Hence we must

have the same pattern along f (U). Now, there three possibilities for the way in

which f (U) fits into our construction. (i) f (U) is a single spine added above

f (z). (ii) f (U) consists of an initial segment of a spine added above f (z),

followed by an initial segment of a spine added at the next stage (followed po-

tentially by further initial segments of spines added at later stages). (iii) f (U)

starts part-way up a spine added at an earlier stage. See Figure 6 for a rep-

resentation of the three types of patterns of branching points which can occur

along f (U). Considered as subsets of (0,∞), no two of three possible patterns

of branching nodes can be order-isomorphic. Since the pattern of branching

nodes along U looks like (i), the pattern along f (U) must also have this form.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 6: A comparison three possible types of pattern which can occur along f (U).

Solid regions contain every real, while dotted regions only contain the rationals.

Therefore, there are A, B ⊆ ω distinct, such that the pattern of branching

nodes along U looks like SA, and the pattern of branching nodes along f (U)

looks like SB. In other words, we have order-isomorphisms pU : U → (0,∞)

and p f (U) : f (U) → (0,∞) such that p f (U) ◦ f ◦ p−1
U

: (0,∞) → (0,∞) is an

order-automorphism mapping SA onto SB. This is our contradiction.

10



Let us now consider the relationship between the construction just given

and a forcing notion. For ease of exposition, we only deal with the case κ =

ℵ0. We force a weakly uniformly ℵ0-branching, continuously gradable, rigid

branchwise-real tree by considering countable approximations to it. Such ob-

jects might be called sub-branchwise-real trees: we replace (BR1) with the re-

quirement that each branch be embeddable into R. In addition, we keep track

of a rank function from the approximations into ω, together with a set of

‘non-extension promises’. The latter is a subset of the sub-branchwise-real tree

consisting of degree-1 nodes which guarantees that these nodes never become

branching. The forcing conditions are thus triples 〈X ,ρ, S〉 consisting of: (a) a

countable sub-branchwise-real tree X (which for concreteness we can take to

be a subset of ω1), (b) a rank function ρ : X → ω, and (c) a non-extension

promise set S ⊆ X of degree-1 nodes. For one condition to be stronger than

another, we require the sub-branchwise-real tree, rank function and promise

set of the former extend those of the latter, and further that we do not add new

connected components above any already-branching point, so that in particular

the degrees of branching points do not decrease. To ensure this latter condition,

we require that for every element x of the weaker approximation, every com-

ponent above x with respect to the stronger approximation contain at most one

component above x with respect to the weaker. Note that the fact that stronger

conditions must extend the promise sets and that every element of the promise

set must have degree 1 ensures that we keep our promises. Let P be the forcing

notion just described.

Theorem 19. The forcing notion P is countably closed, and any P-generic set

determines an ω-ranked, weakly uniformly ℵ0-branching, rigid branchwise-real

tree.

Proof sketch. That P is countably closed follows immediately from the defini-

tion. Denote by X the union of the approximations found in G. It is not hard

to see by genericity that X is a weakly uniformly ℵ0-branching branchwise-real

tree, and that the union of the partial rank functions yields a total rank function

X →ω.

To see that X is rigid, take ḟ : X → X a non-trivial automorphism. By a

countable-closure argument, we can find a condition 〈X ,ρ, S〉 forcing (i) that

ḟ is a order-preserving function, (ii) that X ⊆ dom( ḟ ) and that ḟ has a decided

value on every element of X and (iii) that there is x ∈ X such that ḟ (x) is in-

comparable with x . Moreover we can assume, using another countable-closure

argument, that there is z ¾ x in X such that both z and ḟ (z) are branching,

and furthermore that there is w > z such that [z, w]X is order-dense as sub-

set of [z, w]X . Since [z, w]X is countable, it has continuum-many ‘holes’ to fill.

Any element which fills a hole has its image under ḟ fixed, given then dens-

ity of [z, w]X in [z, w]X . Finally, it is dense (in the P-forcing sense) that some

hole in [z, w]X is filled with a branching node while the corresponding hole in

[ ḟ (z), ḟ (w)]X is filled with a non-branching node which is promised to remain

non-branching. Since G is generic, this means that ḟ cannot be an automorph-

ism of X , which is a contradiction.

5 A uniformly branching, rigid branchwise-

real tree

In this section, I strengthen the result of the previous, by showing that for every

κ with 2 ¶ κ ¶ c
+ there is a rigid branchwise-real tree in which every point is

branching of the same degree κ.

11



Definition 20. A tree order is uniformly κ-branching if every node has degree

κ.

Moreover, we can ask that such a tree be either continuously gradable (The-

orem 21) or not (Theorem 29).

Theorem 21. Let 2 ¶ κ¶ c
+. There is a uniformlyκ-branching, rigid branchwise-

real tree which is continuously gradable.

As in the proof of Theorem 18, our uniformly branching trees will be grown

iteratively upwards. But notice that, since we require every point to have the

same degree κ, at successor stages there are no choices to make: we must add

(κ− 1)-many new spines above every point added at the previous stage. Were

we to stop this process after ω-many steps, we would end up with a ‘minimal’

uniformly branching tree, which is not only non-rigid, but moreover homogen-

eous, as the following result shows.

Definition 22. Let κ be a cardinal. The minimal uniformly κ-branching

branchwise-real tree, Mκ, is the branchwise-real tree built in ω-many steps,

starting with the root, and at successors stages adding (κ− 1)-many new open

spines above every point added at the previous stage.

Remark 23. The tree M
c

is the (underlying partial order of) the nowhere sep-

arable metric space constructed by Urysohn in [Ury27].

Proposition 24.

(1) Mκ is minimal: for every uniformly κ-branching branchwise-real tree

X there is an order-preserving embedding f : Mκ → X . Moreover, we

can assume that f is continuous: for any x < y in Mκ the restriction

f ↾[x , y] : [x , y]→ [ f (x), f (y)] is surjective.

(2) Mκ is homogeneous: if x , y ∈ Mκ are not the root, there is an order-

automorphism f : Mκ→ Mκ such that f (x) = y.

Proof. First note the construction of Mκ yields a rank function ρ : Mκ→ω.

(1) We can build an order-preserving embedding Mκ → X using a Zorn’s

Lemma style argument, essentially following the proof of Lemma 9.

(2) First take any z ∈ Mκ such that n= ρ(z)> 1. We define an automorphism

rz : Mκ → Mκ which steps down z ’s rank: ρ(rz(z)) = n− 1. Let w be the

greatest element of ↓(z) of rank n − 1. Then z lies on a spine added

above w at stage n. Let C be the component above w which contains z

(which component is of rank n). Let D be the component above w which

contains the rest of the rank-(n − 1) spine on which w lies (which is of

rank n−1). See Figure 7 for a picture of the situation. It is easy to define

an isomorphism s : C → D such that the rank-n spine on which z lies is

mapped to the rest of the rank-(n − 1) spine above w. Letting rz be the

automorphism which swaps C and D via s, we see that ρ(rz(z)) = n− 1.

Now take x , y ∈ Mκ non-root. By repeating the above procedure, we can

assume that both have rank 1. Moreover, by performing another ‘twist’,

sending the component above the root containing y to that containing x ,

we may assume that x and y are comparable, lying on the same spine;

say x ¶ y. Finally, it is not hard to define an automorphism of Mκ whose

restriction to the rank-1 spine containing x and y looks like an automorph-

ism of (0,∞), and which maps x to y.

Turning back to the construction of rigid trees, in the proof of Theorem 21,

as well as Theorem 29 below, the notion of a ‘colouring’ of the positive real num-

bers (0,∞) plays an auxiliary role. A colouring of the positive real numbers

is simply a function with domain (0,∞); we think of elements of the range as

‘colours’.

12



n− 1 n

z

· · ·

D C

w

Figure 7: The situation when reducing z’s rank. The point z lies on a rank-n spine

added above w, in the component C above w. The rank-(n − 1) spine on which

w lies continues into the component D above w. The automorphism rz swaps the

components C and D.

Definition 25. Let X and S be sets. An S-colouring of X is a function X → S.

In the proof of Theorem 18, the first step was essentially to construct a fam-

ily of black-white colourings of (0,∞) with suitable properties. To construct

a uniformly branching, rigid branchwise-real tree, we extend this idea. This

time we look for a family of 2-colourings (and later ω-colourings) which is

‘sufficiently generic’. This means that for any pair of distinct colourings, any

order-automorphism of (0,∞) and any pair of colours, we can densely often

find a point coloured with the first colour under the first colouring whose image

under the automorphism is coloured with the second colour under the second

colouring. This is the following result.

Lemma 26 (Generic Colouring Lemma). Let λ¶ c be a cardinal. There is a fam-

ilyA with size c+ of λ-colourings (0,∞)→ λ of the positive real numbers such

that the following holds. For any c, d ∈ A distinct, for any order-automorphism

p : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) and for any α,β ∈ λ there is a dense set of x ∈ (0,∞) such

that c(x) = α and d(p(x)) = β .

To prove this we need the following basic result concerning automorphisms

of the positive real numbers.

Lemma 27. There are exactly c-many order-automorphisms (0,∞)→ (0,∞).

Proof. Every real number is the limit of rationals below it, so any order-

automorphism (0,∞)→ (0,∞) is determined by its values on (0,∞)∩Q, of

which there are c-many possibilities.

Proof of Lemma 26. By Zorn’s Lemma, we can take a maximal family A of λ-

colourings, satisfying both the property in the statement, as well as that for

every c ∈A :

for every α ∈ λ and for every b > a > 0 there are continuum-many

points x ∈ (a, b) such that c(x) = α
(P)

Let us first see that A is non-empty. For convenience, I will construct a (0, 1)-

colouring satisfying (P); this can then easily be adapted to a (0,∞)-colouring.

It suffices to take λ= c. Consider the elements of (0, 1) as binary ω-sequences
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representing binary expansions (where, to avoid ambiguity, we make some ca-

nonical choice for the binary representation of x ∈ (0, 1), in the case that two

such representations are possible). Define an equivalence relation on these,

where two sequences are related if one is a tail of the other. Each equivalence

class is countable, hence there are continuum-many. Moreover, each equival-

ence class is dense in (0, 1). Group the classes into continuum-many batches of

size c, and colour all of each batch with a different element of c. The resulting

colouring satisfies (P).

Now suppose for a contradiction that |A | < c
+. We will extendA by diag-

onalising against the previous colourings, and against every automorphism. Let

Aut(0,∞) be the set of order-automorphisms (0,∞)→ (0,∞). By Lemma 27,

the set Aut(0,∞)×A ×λ×λ has size c. Enumerate:

Aut(0,∞)×A ×λ×λ= {(pθ , cθ ,αθ ,βθ ) | θ < c}

We build a new colouring d : (0,∞) → λ recursively in stages dθ for θ < c,

each of which is a partial colouring with domain of size less than c. Assume

we have constructed dµ for µ < θ . First let d ′
θ

:=
⋃

µ<θ dµ. Now, since cθ
satisfies (P), and since d ′

θ
has domain of size less than c, we can find a countable

dense set of X ⊆ (0,∞) such that for every x ∈ X we have cθ (x) = αθ while

d ′
θ
(pθ (x)) is undefined. Extend d ′

θ
to dθ by letting dθ (pθ (x)) := βθ , for every

x ∈ X . Finally, let d be the union
⋃

θ<c dθ , filling in any points which remain

uncoloured arbitrarily. But now, A ∪ {d} is a larger family, contradicting the

maximality ofA .

With this lemma established, we can now construct our uniformly κ-

branching, rigid branchwise-real tree which is continuously gradable.

Proof of Theorem 21. Let A be a c
+-sized family of 2-colourings of (0,∞) as

per the Generic Colouring Lemma 26. This time, we construct X in stages Xα
for α < ω2. When we add a new spine we lay a new colouring from A along

it, and thus we also build colourings cα : Xα → 2. At limit stages, we use these

colourings to decide which branches to extend. We also keep track of the rank

ρ of elements of X , so that the points added at stage α get rank α. As before,

we need to make sure we never run out of colourings, so we can partition A

into ω2-many batches of size c
+.

Start with X0 the singleton, coloured 0. Assume that Xα and cα are construc-

ted, where α is 0 or a limit. To make Xα+1, above all of the points of rank α,

we add κ-many new open spines. For each spine added, we pick a different,

unused colouring c ∈ A , and use it to define cα+1 on that spine. Now assume

that Xα and cα are constructed, where α is a successor. To make Xα+1, above

each point of rank α, we add (κ− 1)-many new open spines, again colouring

them with new colourings fromA .

So take α < ω2 a limit, and assume we have constructed Xβ and cβ for

β < α. First let X ′
α

:=
⋃

β<α Xα and c′
α

:=
⋃

β<α cα. Then X ′
α

admits a number

of new branches which appear in the limit: in other words, branches through

X ′
α

containing elements of rank unbounded in α. It is these branches which

we will decide to extend or not. Let B be any such branch. Then for every

β < α, there is a maximum element xβ ∈ B of rank β . Consider the sequence

(c′
α
(x0), c′

α
(x1), . . .) of the colours of such points. We will extend B if and only

if this sequence has a tail consisting of 1’s. To extend B, add a new point to X ′
α

lying directly above B, and colour it 0. Once we have carried out this procedure

for every new branch through X ′
α
, we arrive at our new pair 〈Xα, cα〉.

Finally, let X :=
⋃

α<ω2 Xα and c :=
⋃

α<ω2 cα. Note that at each stage

we made sure that every point is branching of degree κ, so X is uniformly κ-

branching. Moreover, ρ : X → ω2 is a bounded rank function, so X is continu-

ously gradable by Lemma 12.
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ρ(x0) ρ(x0) + 1

· · ·

I

x1

C

x0

ρ( f (x0)) ρ( f (x0)) + 1

· · ·

f (I)
f (x1)

f (C)

f (x0)

Figure 8: Picking x1 when κ ¾ 3. The grey regions represent connected compon-

ents, while thin lines represent spines. The ordinal above a spine indicates its rank.

Let us see that X is rigid. Suppose for a contradiction that f : X → X is a non-

trivial automorphism. Then there is x0 ∈ X such that f (x0) 6= x0. When κ¾ 3,

the proof is simpler, so let’s deal with that case first. See Figure 8 for a repres-

entation of the situation. Consider the components above above x0 and above

f (x0). By Lemma 16, f factors through a bijection of the components above x0

to those above f (x0). Moreover, all but at most one component above x0 is of

rank ρ(x0) + 1, and similarly for f (x0). Since deg(x0) = deg( f (x0)) = κ ¾ 3

there is a component C above x0 of rank ρ(x0)+1 which maps to a component

f (C) above f (x0) of rank ρ( f (x0)) + 1. Furthermore, using Lemma 16 again,

there is an coinitial interval I ⊆ C of constant rank ρ(x0) + 1 which maps to a

coinitial interval f (I) ⊆ f (C) of constant rank ρ( f (x0))+1. Then I is an initial

segment of a spine U added at stage ρ(x0)+1, while f (I) is an initial segment

of a spine V added at stage ρ( f (x0)) + 1.

Now, consider the colouring c along I and along f (I). By construction, these

come from different colourings fromA . The order-isomorphism f ↾I : I → f (I)

induces an isomorphism U → V , which in turn induces an automorphism of

(0,∞). Hence by the key property of the familyA guaranteed by the Generic

Colouring Lemma 26, there is x1 ∈ I coloured c(x1) = 1 such that its image

under f is coloured c( f (x1)) = 0.

Iterate this process to produce a sequence x0 < x1 < · · · such that c(xn) = 1

and c( f (xn)) = 0 for every n > 0. Then {x0, x1, . . .} determines a branch B

through X ′
ρ(x0)+ω

, while { f (x0), f (x1), . . .} determines a branch f (B) through

X ′
ρ( f (x0))+ω

. Moreover, when deciding whether to extend B at stage ρ(x0) +ω,

we use a sequence whose tail is (x0, x1, . . .), and respectively for f (B). But then

the former branch gets extended, while the latter does not, contradicting that

f is an automorphism.

Let us now turn to the case κ = 2. The issue here is that we can no longer

guarantee that an initial segment of a new spine added above x0 gets mapped

to an initial segment of a new spine added above f (x0). Here’s how we proceed.

If the component C above x0 of rank ρ(x0) + 1 is mapped to the component

above f (x0) of rank ρ( f (x0)) + 1, proceed as before. Otherwise, the rank of

f (C) must be ρ( f (x0)). See Figure 9 for a representation of the situation. By

Lemma 16 there is a coinitial interval I ⊆ C of constant rank whose image

f (I) ⊆ f (C) has constant rank. So I is an initial segment of a spine added above

x0 at stage ρ(x0)+1 which maps onto a segment of a spine which already exists
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α0 α0 + 1α0 + 2

x1 I

x ′
1

C

x0

β0 β0 + 1β0 + 1

f (x1)f (I)

f (x ′
1
)

f (C)

f (x0)

Figure 9: Picking x1 when κ= 2 and ρ( f (C)) = ρ( f (x0)). The dark and light grey

regions represent connected components, while thin lines represent spines. The

ordinal above a spine indicates its rank, where α0 = ρ(x0) and β0 = ρ( f (x0)).

at stage ρ( f (x0)). Now, using the key property of the colouring A , pick any

element x ′
0

in the interior of I with colour c(x ′
0
) = 1 whose image has colour

c( f (x ′
0
)) = 0. Then we must have that the component C ′ above x ′

0
of rank

ρ(x ′
0
)+1 is mapped to the component above f (x ′

0
) of rank ρ( f (x ′

0
))+1, and so

we can proceed as before to obtain x1 > x ′
0

coloured c(x1) = 1 whose image is

coloured c( f (x1)) = 0. Iterating, we again build a sequence x0 < x ′
1
< x1 < · · ·

through X , all of whose elements (except possibly x0) are coloured 1 but with

image coloured 0. When deciding whether to extend the corresponding branch

through X ′
ρ(x0)+ω

, we use the colours of a subsequence of (x0, x ′
1
, x1, . . .). In the

end, we find that this sequence has a limit in X , while its image does not.

With this ZFC result established, let us examine once more the connection

with a forcing notion. We again work with the κ = ℵ0 case. We will define

forcing conditions similarly to the discussion at the end of Section 4. This time

however, instead of making promises that some points won’t become branch-

ing, we promise that certain branches won’t get ever get extended. There are

a number of different ways of achieving this. (1) The most direct way is to in-

clude in each condition a set of branches through the sub-branchwise-real tree,

which are promised never to be extended. A technical issue which arises is

that a branch through a smaller sub-branchwise-real tree need not be a branch

through a larger one, since it need not be maximal as a chain any more. To

make sure that the set of promises remains valid, we require that a stronger

condition include a promise set which contains the unique extension of each

promised branch in the weaker tree to the larger one. (2) A more elegant

method is to keep track instead of an order-preserving function from the ap-

proximations into R. This way the branches which are not to be extended are

exactly those on which the order-preserving function is unbounded. (3) Yet a

third way is make use of the universal continuously-gradable branchwise-real

tree Uκ defined in Remark 14. Any maximal antichain A through Uκ defines a

uniformly κ-branching branchwise-real tree: take {x ∈ Uκ | ∃a ∈ A: x < a}.

We can then consider simply the set of all antichains in Uκ under extension as a

forcing poset. For the following result, I remain agnostic as to the exact method

used.

Theorem 28. A generic tree X for the forcing just described is a uniformly κ-
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branching, rigid branchwise-real tree.

Proof sketch. The hard part is again showing that X is rigid. Take ḟ : X → X

a non-trivial automorphism. By a countable-closure argument, we can find

a condition p0 forcing that ḟ is a non-trivial order-preserving function whose

domain contains the approximation X0 at p0 with ḟ decided on every element

of X0, and with an element x0 ∈ X0 such that ḟ (x0) is incomparable with x0. By

another countable-closure argument, it is dense to find a condition p1 < p0 such

that the domain of ḟ contains the approximation X1 at p1 and such that there

is x1 ∈ X1 not less than any element in X0 with x0 < x1. Continuing in this way,

we build a chain of forcing conditions p0 > p1 > · · · together with x0 < x1 < · · ·

in
⋃

n∈ω Xn. Let pω be the limit of the pn’s. Then we can strengthen pω so that

the branch determined by {x0, x1, . . .} gets extended, while we promise never

to extend the branch determined by { ḟ (x0), ḟ (x1), . . .}. (In the case where we

keep track of an order-preserving function into R, we would need to make a

tweak to ensure that one sequence remains bounded while the other becomes

unbounded.) Therefore, we can densely find a contradiction to the fact that ḟ

is order-preserving.

Turning back to our ZFC constructions, the tree constructed in Theorem 21

is continuously gradable. By suitably modifying the method, we can construct

one which is not continuously gradable.

Theorem 29. Let 2 ¶ κ¶ c
+. There is a uniformlyκ-branching, rigid branchwise-

real tree which is not continuously gradable.

This time, the construction must proceed for ω1-many steps, because

Lemma 12 shows that any construction terminating after countably many steps

would yield a continuously gradable tree. This then introduces a complication,

as we need to ensure that there are no branches through the final tree which

contain points of every rank below ω1. Indeed, such a branch would contain

an ω1-sequence, violating condition (BR1) that every branch is isomorphic to

a real interval. Now, as mentioned in Remark 14, not every tree constructed in

ω1-many steps is non-continuously-gradable, so we also need to guarantee this.

This is done by realising a known non-R-gradable well-stratified tree inside

the final branchwise-real tree, following techniques used in [Ada22]. Lastly,

these two competing requirements need to be balanced with the need for the

final tree to be rigid. These desiderata are achieved following the method used

in the proof of Theorem 21 above, this time utilising ω-gradings instead of

2-gradings. At limit steps, the idea is essentially to extend a branch if and only

if in the sequence of colours (c′
α
(x0), c′

α
(x1), . . .) of the maximal points of each

rank, every element of ω appears only finitely often.

First, let us meet the non-R-gradable well-stratified tree without uncount-

able branches which will be found inside the final branchwise-real tree.

Lemma 30. Let T be the tree of functions r into ω, whose domain is a countable

ordinal, such that when restricted to the set of successor ordinals r is injective into

ω \ {0}, and elsewhere r is identically 0. We consider T as a partial order under

function extension. Then T is a well-stratified tree without an R-grading.

Proof. The tree T is isomorphic to the tree Shift(Inω) defined in Section 3 of

[Ada22]. There, using a proof due to Baumgartner, Gavin and Laver [Bau70],

it is shown that this tree is well-stratified, has no R-grading, and moreover that

every branch is countable.

With this to hand, we can now prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 29. Let A be a c
+-sized family of (ω \ {0})-colourings of

(0,∞) as per the Generic Colouring Lemma 26. We construct X in stages Xα
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for α < ω1, colouring each spine appearing at a stage which is the successor

of a successor using a different colouring from A . As in Theorem 21, these

colourings are used to determine which branches to extend at limit stages. This

will ensure that the resulting tree X is rigid, that every branch is isomorphic to

a real interval and that there is no continuous grading.

Proceed as in Theorem 21. First partition A into ω1-many batches of size

c
+, so that we never run out. We build each Xα and colouring cα, together with

the rank function ρ, recursively. Start with X0 the singleton coloured 0. As

before, at successor stages add (κ−1)-many new open spines above the points

added at the previous stage. If we are at the successor of 0 or a limit, colour

the new spines all with 0, otherwise colour each using new colourings fromA .

Now assume that α < ω1 is a limit. First let X ′
α

:=
⋃

β<α Xβ and c′
α

:=
⋃

β<α cβ .

We need to decide which new branches through X ′
α

to extend. As before, a

branch B is determined by its sequence (x0, x1, . . .) of maximum points of each

rank β < α. Extend the branch B if and only if no non-zero colour appears

infinitely often in the sequence (c′
α
(x0), c′

α
(x1), . . .). To extend a branch, add

a new point above it coloured 0. Let Xα and cα be result of performing this

operation on every branch in X ′
α
.

Finally, let X :=
⋃

α<ω1
Xα and c :=
⋃

α<ω1
cα. Note that at each stage

we made sure that every point is branching of degree κ, so X is uniformly κ-

branching. To see that X is branchwise-real, take any branch B through X .

Then B is determined by its sequence (x0, x1, . . .) of maximum points of each

rank β < ω1. Consider the sequence (cα(x0), cα(x1), . . .). Every colour indexed

by the successor of a successor is non-zero, and every non-zero colour appears

at most countably many times. Hence the sequence must have countable length.

Therefore, the branch B cannot contain a subset isomorphic to ω1, so it must

be isomorphic to a real interval, as required.

To show that X is rigid, we follow the method in Theorem 21. If f : X → X

is a non-trivial automorphism, we can pick x0 such that f (x0) 6= x0. Note that

if we consider the sequence of points below x0, respectively f (x0), maximal in

each rank, then no non-zero colour appears infinitely often. So to determine

whether a branch containing x0 gets extended at a limit, it suffices to consider

the sequence of colours of points maximal in each rank lying above x0, and

likewise for f (x0). As in Theorem 21 we can construct a sequence x0 < x1 < · · ·

recursively, this time ensuring that c(xn) = n while c( f (xn)) = 1, for each n > 2.

Note that while any of x0, x1, f (x0), f (x1) may be coloured 0, none of the rest

of the points or their images can be, since they all have ranks which are the

successor of a successor. Then the sequence (x0, x1, . . .) has a limit in X , while

its image does not.

Finally, to see that X has no R-grading, we realise the tree T given by

Lemma 30 as a subtree. For this, we recursively construct an embedding ι : T →

X such that for every r ∈ T :

• ρ(ι(r)) = rank(r), and

• c(ι(r)) = r(α) when rank(r) = α+ 1.

Start by sending the root ∅ to the root.

Take r ∈ T and assume that we have defined ι(r). There are two cases. If

rank(r) is 0 or a limit, then r has exactly one immediate successor s. Moreover

ρ(ι(r)) is 0 or a limit, so by the way we constructed X there are κ-many spines

with base ι(r) added at stage rank(r) + 1, all of which are coloured 0. Let

ι(s) be any point on any one of these spines. The other case is when rank(r)

is a successor. Then r has κ-many successors. Moreover, there are κ-many

spines with base ι(r) added at stage rank(r) + 1, each of which are coloured

according to a colouring from A . In particular, every non-zero colour appears
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on every spine. Place each successor s of r on a different spine, in such a way

that c(ι(s)) = s(rank(r)).

Now take r ∈ T with rank(r) a limit, and assume that we have defined

ι(s) for all s < r. Consider the sequence (ι(r↾0), ι(r↾1), . . .). This determines

a branch through X ′
rank(r)

. Moreover, when determining whether to extend this

branch, the sequence of colours used is:

(c(ι(r↾0)), c(ι(r↾1)), . . .) = (0, r(0), r(1), . . . , 0, r(ω), r(ω+ 1), . . .)

By definition of T , no non-zero colour appears more than once in this se-

quence. Therefore, the branch is extended, meaning that the sequence

(ι(r↾0), ι(r↾1), . . .) has a supremum, which we can set as the image of r.

Putting it all together, we obtain an embedding ι : T → X . Any continuous

grading of the latter would restrict to an R-grading of the former, which by

Lemma 30 is impossible.

6 Open questions

In this final section I present a number of questions left open by the preceding

investigation.

The strongest result in this article is that there exists both a continu-

ously gradable and a non-continuously-gradable uniformly κ-branching, rigid

branchwise-real tree for 2 ¶ κ ¶ c
+. This limit of c+ comes from the Generic

Colouring Lemma 26. It is natural to wonder if we could get past this limit

using some alternative strategy.

Question 31. Does there exist a uniformly κ-branching, rigid branchwise-real

tree for κ > c
+?

Now, it may be that such a question is beyond ZFC, and that the best we can

hope for is a consistency result. We might try expanding the Generic Colouring

Lemma by forcing both a 2c-sized family of colourings and that 2c > c
+. Or

alternatively we could try to force our rigid tree directly, for example by using

a forcing notion similar to that presented in Section 5.

Taking a different tack, throughout the present article we have been aim-

ing to eliminate all order-automorphisms. What if wanted more fine-grained

control over the automorphism group? It is not hard to modify the methods

presented here to yield a branchwise-real tree with automorphism group (i) the

symmetries of κ as a set, (ii) Z, (iii) the order-automorphism group of the pos-

itive reals or (iv) various combinations of these.

Question 32. What is the class of automorphism groups of (uniformly κ-

branching) branchwise-real trees?

Finally, we have seen four examples of uniformly κ-branching branchwise-

real trees: the minimal Mκ, the universal Uκ, the rigid continuously gradable

one and the rigid non-continuously-gradable one. None of these trees are iso-

morphic. Moreover, each comes with a rank function, the supremum of whose

values is, respectively,ω,ω1,ω2 andω1. Clearly, any branchwise-real tree may

admit many different rank functions, but is there some canonical way in which

we might stratify uniformly κ-branching branchwise-real trees in terms of their

‘complexity’? One direction of investigation might be to first investigate how

these tree embed into one another. We already know that Mκ is a minimum

and Uκ a maximum, as least for the continuously gradable ones.

Question 33. What is the nature of the class of uniformly κ-branching (continu-

ously gradable) branchwise-real trees under embeddability?
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Alternatively, we might consider the following isomorphism-invariant of

branchwise-wise real trees X : what is the minimum supremum value of a rank

function on X ? For Mκ, this is ω, and for any non-continuously gradable

branchwise-real tree, this must be ω1 (by Lemma 12). It is not immediate

that the uniformly κ-branching, rigid, continuously gradable branchwise-real

tree constructed in Section 5 has minimum supremum rank ω2; however it is

not hard to see that its minimum cannot be ω. This leads to the following

questions.

Question 34. Which ordinals arise as the minimum supremum value of a rank

function on a uniformly κ-branching branchwise-real tree?
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